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Purpose

February 2023 RHF Contractor Quote Guidelines

The RHF Contractor Quoting tool was created to provide a standardised method of quoting for Industry Builders participating in the 
Resilient Homes Fund (RHF). It will streamline the funding application process by allowing the RHF to easily identify the resilience 
strategies associated with each piece of quoted work, calculate total eligible and non-eligible costs and determine whether the work 
is value for money.

While the use of our quote tool is optional, we highly recommend it as it provides the necessary level of detail for us to accurately 
assess the value for money and may expedite processing times. If you prefer to use your own quote tools, we kindly request that you 
incorporate this level of detail to ensure accurate assessments and efficient processing.

The tool has been locked to prevent accidental changes to formulas or the structure of the tool. You can unlock the tool to see the 
formulas and the cells they reference by clicking Review > Unprotect Sheet in the ribbon/banner at the top of the worksheet.

The following guide is intended for use by the head contractor to help them navigate the tool. The most effective way to use the guide 
is to have the quoting tool open and to navigate through the different tabs with the guide. Ideally, the quoting process will not deviate 
significantly from standard practice, but listing items in this standardised way will allow builders to get approval and receive funding 
sooner.

Using the RHF contractors quoting tool

How to use the guide



1. Project ID (mandatory) *
For basic details regarding the applicant and Head contractor including Name, address, ABN, and 
Queensland Building and Construction Commission (QBCC) License Number. This is required to ensure 
compliance with regulatory requirements.

2. Scope of Works (mandatory)*
For the head contractor to build the quote itself. Quote is to be broken down into resilience works, 
preliminaries, margin, and non-margin items. Work that cannot be attributed to a resilience strategy or 
is spread across multiple strategies can be put in as “other costs”.

3. Trades
Gives full list of trades and trade codes to be used as part of the scope of works tab. Additional trades 
can be added in by the head contractor as required.

4. Summary of Resilience Works
Summarises quoted amount against each resilience strategy and breaks down the total cost into total 
resilience and non-resilience work costs.

Overview of the tool
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*Of the sheets Only the Project ID and Scope of Works tabs are required. The other tabs are for reference only.

Opening the excel workbook, there are four sheets:

The RHF contractors quoting tool is an excel file divided into five different tabs. Contractors can move between tabs by selecting the relevant sheet in the bottom left-
hand corner of the page. Only the first two tabs are required to be filled out by the head contractor, the other tabs are for reference only.
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Tab 1: Project ID

The Project ID requires basic details to verify the 
identity of the applicant and Head Contractor and 
ensure compliance with regulatory requirements.

All mandatory fields are marked in yellow. These 
details will be automatically filled out throughout 
the rest of the quote template.

Applicant Details / Ref Numbers etc

Application Reference RHF-00000

Owner Name: Mr and Mrs Sample Owner

Address: Line 1 1 Example St 

Line 2 Suburb

Line 3

Shire / Local Gov Brisbane City Council

Town / City: Brisbane

Builder / Head Contractor Details

Head Contractor: Registered Builder Name

ABN 64 123 456 789

Phone 0400123456

Email exampleemail@headcontractor.com

Quote Date 27-02-23

Quote Reference Quote Ref

QBCC Licence No 1234567



Tab 2: Scope of Works 
Part 1: Select resilience strategies and assign trades
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1. Select the associated resilience 
works category from the drop-down 
menu. For full list of resilience works, 
see the “Summary of Resilience Works”
tab.

2. Select the related resilience 
strategy from drop down. This will be 
limited list to the strategies 
associated with the resilience works 
category.

3. Select the most relevant trade from drop down 
menu – for full list of trade see Trades tab. If the 
associated trade is not available in the current 
selection, you can use the Trades tab to add more 
(see slide 9 for more information on how to do this).

Select the relevant resilience works and trade using the drop-down menus. The available resilience strategies can only be seen once a work category has been selected. 
For a full list of strategies and trades see the Summary Of Resilience Works and Trades tabs included in the tool. If there is no resilience strategy associated with the 
quoted works, select Other Project Costs from the resilience works category.

RHF Contractor Quote Guidelines

Once done 
with the 
quote, 
filter to 1 
to see print 
view 



Tab 2: Scope of Works 
Part 2: listing out line items
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Head contractor to first fill out the sections in green with each line item completed as 
part of the project. The head contractor margin and other, non-margin costs (such as 
site-supervision and project management costs) can be added later.

Eligible resilience work are to be marked “Yes” in the column “Eligible Resilience Works”. 
Refer to the Flood Resilience Guidelines for more information on what is and is not 
eligible works. Items that are marked as non-eligible resilience works will be added up 
separately and will not be included in total quote for eligible RHF funding.

Sub contract quotes 
should be attached as 
a separate 
attachment.

Fill out the details for each selected resilience strategy in the green highlighted cells. Be sure to confirm whether the proposed materials and works are compliant with the Flood Resilience 
Guidelines. For work that is partly resilience and partly non-resilience (e.g., where funding is to be split between RHF and Insurance), split the work onto separate lines according to its 
eligibility. The spreadsheet is also protected to prevent accidentally editing formulas. To see formulas and the cells they reference click Review > Unprotect Sheet in the ribbon.
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Legend for the 
different sections of 
the contractors quoting 
template

Work indicated to be non-resilience works in the "Eligible 
Resilience Works" column will be added up separately in the 
total cost fields. To see formulas and the cells they reference 
click Review > Unprotect Sheet in the ribbon/ banner.



Tab 2: Scope of Works 
Part 3: adding preliminaries, head contractor margin and non-margin items
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Provide details of any 
preliminaries that are 
necessary to deliver the 
resilience scope of works.

Head contractor’s 
margin for resilience 
works only

Non-margin 
costs 

February 2023

Indicate whether preliminaries were necessary for 
resilience works to be conducted. This will be 
reviewed by the Resilient Homes Fund to ensure 
costs are reasonable and appropriate given the 
scope of work submitted. 

Enter any relevant 
industry premiums and 
warranty, divided 
between resilience and 
non-resilience works

RHF Contractor Quote Guidelines

Specify the quantity, units and 
costs

Subtotals used to calculate warranty and 
premiums. For detailed breakdown of how to 
calculate premium and relevant tables see: 
https://www.qbcc.qld.gov.au/running-
business/home-warranty-
obligations/calculating-premium
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Code Trade Name
PE Project Investigation / Certification

BC Building Certifier

TP Town Planning

DE Consultants Design & Drafting

CON Consultants Other

PR Preliminaries

ALL All Trades

SW Site Works

PL Plumber

CO Concrete

CP Carpentry / Builder

MB Membranes

MT Metalwork

RF Roofing

WG Windows / Glazing

EL Electrical

ME Mechanical

MA Masonry

CL Linings & Claddings

DH Doors & Hardware

JO Joinery

RS Resiliant Surfaces

FC Floor Coverings

PT Painting

EW External Works

CW Civil Works

DM Demolition

LB Labourer

SC Staircase

HR House Raising

FEE Fee / Charges

MAT Material Supply

TI Tiler

ST Stone Bench Tops

FG Floor Grind

Oth Other

Legend

Base Template Response

Head Contractors' Response
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Full list of trades for reference when 
creating the scope of works tab. 

Trades not included on the list can be 
added to the green section by the 
head contractor.

Tab 3: Trades
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Tab 4: Summary of Resilience Works

Resilience 
strategies

Preliminaries, margin and 
non-margin costs

Total by resilience and non-
resilience works
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This tab provides a breakdown of all 
costs listed in Scope of Works for both 
resilience and non-resilience works 
across resilient strategies, 
preliminaries, margin costs, and non-
margin costs. 
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Further information and contacts

For further information, regarding the fund including eligible and ineligible costs see the 
website at Resilient Homes Fund | Homes and housing | Queensland Government 
(www.qld.gov.au)

For feedback on the contractor quote tool or enquiries about the resilient homes fund:

Call 13 QGOV (13 74 68), available Monday to Friday 8am-6pm

Email the resilient homes fund team at resilienthomes@epw.qld.gov.au


